
11 February 2019
To Traffic Penalty Tribunal

Appeal to Traffic Penalty Tribunal on grounds of Procedural impropriety 
Doc 5 - Penalty system does not comply with fundamental principles of English law

This is one of a series of documents prepared by Scrap Mersey Tolls (SMT). They are intended for 
use by anyone who having made a representation to Merseyflow against a Penalty Charge Notice 
and then received a Notice of Rejection, wishes to appeal to the Traffic Penalty Tribunal on the 
grounds of 'procedural impropriety'.
Note that these documents include clickable web links.

Previous documents (1 to 4) set out the background to the tolling of the bridges and showed how the
tolls do not comply with the laws relating to tolling and toll enforcement. This document shows 
how the enforcement system does not comply with the fundamental principles of English law.

A. The law and its implementation should be fair, reasonable, transparent and take account of
human rights

1. We pointed out in doc 4 that the "Process of making a representation and an appeal is not 
reasonable" and that "Using someone who is not a Traffic authority to collect and enforce tolls 
is not allowed".

2. Since we wrote that at the end of October 2018, there is more experience of what is going on, 
particularly at the latter stages of the enforcement process, and the whole system is a shambles.

3. Many people for a variety of reasons can not cope with a system of cashless tolls. They are even   
less able to cope with the terrible enforcement 'system' and there has been a considerable amount of 
distress caused. This applies not only to those who were expected to pay tolls; it also applies to a lot
of people who had been exempted from tolls, mainly through the Local User Discount scheme, but 
something has gone wrong with the paperwork.

4.  We give on our website some reasons other than deliberate non payment why a person may not 
be able to deal with PCNs. Taken together they indicate that a cashless system is unworkable to the 
extent of being unreasonable in law.  

# The letters may not be delivered or go to the wrong address.
# The letters may be opened by someone who does not pass them to the correct person.
# The person they are addressed to may be away from home for a long period due to 
work, holiday, detention or visiting.
# The person may be physically ill or have a mental condition that makes it difficult for 
them to deal with demanding letters from Merseyflow.
# The person may have difficulty with mobility, hearing or sight.
# The person may not be able to read.
# The person may not understand English.
# The person may have neither access to nor experience with the Internet, without which
it is difficult to deal with Merseyflow or the Tribunal
# The person may be overwhelmed by the amount of correspondence.
# They may have tried to sort things out with Merseyflow but got no sensible or accurate
answers from them. 
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5. The proof that people can not cope with cashless tolls is in the number of PCNs being issued. 
In the 63 weeks from when the bridge opened up to the end of December 2018, there were some 
1,056,000 PCNs, 247,000 Charge certificates and 56,000 Recovery Orders (T3).
The figures are even more horrendous if related to the number of crossings where a toll was due. 
During that same period there were 28.3 million crossings of which 17.4 million were liable to pay 
a toll. That means that there was one PCN issued for every sixteenth crossing by a driver who was 
liable to pay a toll. A system that enforces a penalty at that frequency is fundamentally wrong.

6.  Another indication of how difficult many drivers find it to cope with the system, is how few 
appeals are made to the Tribunal. As at the end of December 2018 there had only been just over 
2,800 'cases' since the bridge opened. We estimate those cases will have covered about 5,500 PCNs. 
As the Tribunal knows, so far no appeals have been dismissed. Nearly all cases have resulted in 
either the appeal being allowed or the 'offender' accepting an offer that Merseyflow will accept £2. 
This offer has been made at various stages, even making use of the Tribunal's Fast Online Appeals 
Management system and, even more surprisingly, with the Tribunal reminding the appellant of the 
offer.  You would expect that most people would therefore appeal to the Tribunal, but only 5,500 
PCNs out of over one million have been appealed. This compares with 247,000 PCNs which by the 
end of December had reached the stage where the penalty increases to £60 plus the toll. This clearly
demonstrates that the enforcement system is so fatally flawed that it can not comply with the 
fundamental principles of law.

7. Given that Merseyflow know by midnight of the day following the crossing whether a driver has 
paid or not, it is outrageous that there is no time limit on the issue of a PCN.  This potential delay 
means that the person receiving a PCN may not remember the circumstances of the alleged offence.
Merseyflow are even unable to quote accurate crossing times on the PCNs. 

8. For about four weeks after a new order was allegedly made on 19th April 2018, Merseyflow were
still quoting the 2017 Order on the PCNs.  A considerable time later they reissued those PCNs.  
There have also been considerable delays with the latter stages of the enforcement process.  The 
first Recovery Orders (Te3) do not seem to have been issued till the beginning of October 2018, 
nearly 12 months after the tolls were introduced. These delays only add to the confusion and make 
it more difficult for people to deal with what is now a larger demand as they will not remember 
what happened. Any law that allows these delays in the enforcement process is not reasonable.

9. Even if there were no delays, people are confused by the various documents that follow on from 
PCNs. Many people can not cope with the documents and have tended to ignore them. 

10.  People are misled as to whom the demands are coming from. Many have the Council's name on
but they have nothing to do with it. For instance, the Charge Certificate (which gives no option 
other than to pay) says that it is being served "by Halton Borough Council", but it is not.

11. At paragraph 33 of Doc 4 we pointed out that under The River Mersey (Mersey Gateway 
Bridge) (Amendment) Order 2016 only a traffic authority can collect and enforce tolls. That is also 
indicated by the The Road User Charging Schemes Penalty Charges Regulations 2013 which refer 
to the powers of the 'charging authority'.

12. The Traffic Enforcement Centre process involves three forms -  "Order for recovery of unpaid 
penalty charge" (TE3), 'Witness Statement' (TE9) and 'Application to file a statement out of time/ 
extension of time' (TE7). We said in Doc 4 that "HBC ... have in the name of the Traffic 
Enforcement Court started issuing Notices of Recovery (TE3) ..."   But it is now clear that it is not 
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the Council who are issuing the Orders for Recovery (TE3). They are being issued by Merseyflow 
or another firm - Capita. 
It is against the rules that anyone other than a local authority is allowed to issue these Recovery 
Orders. That is apparent from the TEC guidance - "Applicant User Guide: Traffic Enforcement 
Centre Correspondence Processes" which throughout refers to 'local authorities'.

13. In November 2018 SMT were contacted by someone who had received the TE forms, 
apparently, but not in fact, from the TEC. They completed the TE9 forms and 'returned' them to the 
TEC. They were then told by the TEC that they had submitted the wrong forms and needed instead 
to complete "Dart Charge TE9" forms! 

14. The Traffic Enforcement Centre Correspondence Processes guidance includes-

"2.3 Failure to adhere to the guidelines set out in the registration details section may result in 
the penalty charge becoming unenforceable.
2.4    ..... A sample copy of the Order for Recovery, Statutory Declaration, Witness Statement 
and Warrant of Execution will need to be approved by the TEC before any live registrations can
be processed."

15. On behalf of this person SMT contacted the TEC to find out what was going on. Apart from the 
extra distress caused by the additional correspondence and the bizarre instruction to use a form that 
was headed for use on a different crossing, it seemed that if the forms being sent out were incorrect 
then the TEC had not enforced the guidance as at 2.4.

16. So on 26th November we asked the TEC "who has sent these forms out? And did you authorise 
the sending out of these forms?"
Despite various complaints there has been no proper answer from the TEC. We informed the 
Tribunal of this situation on the 17th January. It seems to us that the proper procedures have not 
been complied with and the TEC do not want to disclose this as it would invalidate the enforcement 
process.

17. We have also pointed out to the TEC that their web link for obtaining a TE9 form was invalid.  
The TEC have said nothing on this point. This is another example of a shambolic system whose aim
is not justice but merely facilitating the demanding of money.

18. People who are being hounded for multiple PCNs are often unsure what stage a PCN is up to. 
Amazingly the Notices of Enforcement from Marstons (the enforcement agents) do not explicitly 
give the PCN number, they instead refer to "Their reference or account number (if appropriate)".

19. In doc 4 we pointed out (paras 33 to 35) that "Using someone who is not a Traffic authority to 
collect and enforce tolls is not allowed". Since then we have seen the demands being sent out by 
Marstons. On the Notice of Enforcement there is no mention of the Council; it is 'Merseyflow' who 
"you owe the money to". On subsequent letters their "client" is shown as "Merseyflow". It is similar
on the Warrants of Control; the 'applicant' is shown as "Merseyflow".

20.  In some cases people believe that they have completed the TE9s and TE7s, but are told by 
Merseyflow that the PCN is still outstanding. They then try to check the position with the TEC ,who
are most unhelpful, and will only reply to queries on a maximum of three PCNs at a time. Attempts 
to get lists of outstanding PCNs from Merseyflow are often equally fruitless with Merseyflow being
either unwilling or unable to answer the questions. 
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21. The process of completing the TE7s and TE9s is also unnecessarily difficult as the TEC insist 
on the completion of separate forms for each PCN. In some cases when the forms have been sent 
off to the TEC, Merseyflow have said that they have not received anything via the TEC, but then 
when the driver contacts the TEC they have no record of that PCN still being on their system.

22. The whole system is hit and miss with no legal certainty of what a driver is being chased for and
no certainty of what will happen when a driver contacts Merseyflow. In some cases drivers with 
hundreds of PCNs have had them cancelled. In other cases, Merseyflow have insisted on payment. 
It seems to be luck of the draw, but it also seems that in some cases Merseyflow are trying to avoid 
publicity where the person has sought help. This is not justice it is mental torture for many of those 
who are forced to undergo this 'system'.

B. Proportionality

23. Proportionality is a fundamental principle of the law. Any penalties for not complying with a 
law should be necessary, reasonable and not excessive in relation to the alleged offence.

24. The toll for most people using the crossing is £2.  The sums demanded if it is alleged that the 
tolls are not paid can escalate to £478 for not paying that £2 toll.

• This starts with a Penalty Charge Notice which demands payment of the tolls plus a
 penalty of £20, which increases to £40 if not paid within 14 days.

• If the PCN is not received or is ignored or the person fails in any attempt to deal with it then 
a Charge Certificate is issued. The amount demanded as a penalty charge for each crossing 
now increases to £60 plus any unpaid toll.

• If the Charge Certificate is not received or is ignored or the person fails in any attempt to 
deal with it then a Recovery Order (TE3) is issued. £8 is added for a 'Court registration fee' 
and the amount demanded for each crossing is now £68 plus any unpaid toll.

• If the Recovery Order is not received or is ignored or the person fails in any attempt to deal 
with it then a Notice of Enforcement is issued. £75 is added as a 'Compliance Stage fee' and 
the amount demanded for each crossing is now £143 plus any unpaid toll.

• If the Notice of Enforcement is not received or is ignored or the person fails in any attempt 
to deal with it then a Warrant of Control is issued. The amount demanded for each crossing 
is still £143 plus the unpaid toll.
But on top of that there is an additional 'fee' of £235 if there is a visit by the 'enforcement 
agent' plus a further 'fee' of £110 if they seize any belongings. So the total amount demanded
for just one crossing could be as much as £478 plus any unpaid toll.

25. For various reasons, some vehicle owners have received multiple PCNs and subsequent 
demands. Some people have received up to 200 (equivalent of making a daily return crossing for 14
weeks) or more PCNs, with demands running into many thousands of pounds. The bill for 200 
PCNs that have reached the Notice of Enforcement stage is £29,000 before the addition of any 
charges for visits or seizure of goods. Such charges on a crossing that used to be free could be best 
described as a racket.

26. The level of demands is in no way in line with the sum that it is claimed has not been paid. It is 
so excessive that it is unreasonable and not proportional to the 'offence'. It has caused severe 
distress to vulnerable people. Whatever the statutes may say, this law can not be enforceable as it 
breaks people's human and fundamental rights.
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